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Abstract In this paper, we consider a distributed nonsmooth optimization problem over
a computational multi-agent network. We first extend the (centralized) Nesterov’s random
gradient-free algorithm and Gaussian smoothing technique to the distributed case. Then, the
convergence of the algorithm is proved. Furthermore, an explicit convergence rate is given
in terms of the network size and topology. Our proposed method is free of gradient, which
may be preferred by practical engineers. Since only the cost function value is required, our
method may suffer a factor up to d (the dimension of the agent) in convergence rate over that
of the distributed subgradient-based methods in theory. However, our numerical simulations
show that for some nonsmooth problems, our method can even achieve better performance
than that of subgradient-based methods, which may be caused by the slow convergence in
the presence of subgradient.
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1 Introduction
With the advancement of technology, the world becomes more and more connected. For
example, wireless network and the Internet are now vital infrastructures. A common feature
of these systems is that they are composed of many subsystems that are interconnected
through certain protocols. This class of system is referred to as network system and their
subsystems are referred to as agents. Many real problems arising from these networks are
too large for classical decision making to be applicable. There may be a multitude of agents
who are decision makers, none of which possess all relevant knowledge. In addition, there
may be limitations on the amount of communications allowed between distinct agents so
that it is impractical to exchange all available information and convert the problem to a
centralized one (see, e.g., [1,2]). In fact, even if the communications are perfect between
different agents, the centralized approach is still hard to apply because no agent may have
the capability of tackling the overall problem by itself. Motivated by the mentioned reasons,
there is a trend to study the distributed optimization in the recent years, see, e.g., [3,4] and
references therein.
There exist several useful techniques for solving optimization problems in a distributed
manner. In terms of the update strategies, they can be classified as the incremental based
approach [5–7] and the consensus based approach [8]. In the incremental approach, a cyclic
path is defined over the nodes and data are processed in a cyclic manner through the network
until optimization is achieved. The drawback of the incremental method is that it has a slow
asymptotic convergence rate not only because they are first-order gradient-like methods, but
also because they require a diminishing stepsize for convergence. If the stepsize is instead
taken to be constant, an oscillation arises. Because of the drawback, the proximal point
method is incorporated in the incremental method [6]. In the consensus based approach, the
nodes achieve the minimizer globally through sharing the information locally (the node only
shares information within its neighbor). The implementations of the consensus strategy re-
lied on the use of two time-scales: one time-scale for the collection of measurements across
the nodes and another time-scale to iterate sufficiently enough over the collected data to at-
tain agreement before the process is repeated [8,9]. There are two different types strategies
in the second time scale: the synchronous strategy and the asynchronous strategy. In [9], the
local information sharing in the first time scale is controlled by a doubly stochastic matrix.
In that model, every agent generates and maintains estimates of the optimal solution of the
global optimization problem through the gradient based methods. These estimates are com-
municated to other agents asynchronously and over a time-varying connectivity structure.
Their contribution is that the explicit error bounds between the objective function values of
the estimates at each agent and the optimal value of the global optimization problem are
established. However, there only unconstrained optimization is discussed. In [10], a con-
strained distributed optimization is discussed based on dual subgradient averaging [11,12].
The contribution of that paper is to show that the number of iterations required by their pro-
posed algorithm scales inversely in the spectral gap of the network. Very recently, various
types of distributed optimization algorithms have been extensively developed, for examples,
[13–15].
In all the available literature, if the objective function is nonsmooth, the subgradient is
inevitable. It is well-known that the subgradient method suffers from the slow convergence.
On the other hand, for many practical engineers, derivative-free methods are always pre-
ferred since the input of sugradient requires the knowledge of convex analysis. Thus, the
development of derivative-free optimization schemes attracts many research interests. For
the centralized optimization problems, there are many gradient-free methods available. For
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details we can refer to [16–19]. However, to the best of authors’ knowledge, there is still no
any method available in the distributed setting. In this paper, we will develop a gradient-free
computational scheme for the distributed optimization problem.
The structure of this paper is as follows. We first propose a novel distributed optimiza-
tion algorithm based on Gaussian smoothing technique [19,20] and gradient-free method
[19]. Then, the convergence of the algorithm is established. Furthermore, an explicit con-
vergence rate is given in terms of the network size and communicate topology. To illustrate
our proposed algorithm, a numerical example on the distributed l1-regression problem is
presented. Comparing with the existing subgradient-based distributed optimization methods
under the same updating strategy, our method can achieve better performance.
2 Problem and algorithm
In this section, we formulate the problem of interest and describe the algorithm that we
propose.
2.1 Problem
We consider an optimization problem based on functions that are distributed over a network.
More specifically, let G= (V;E) be an undirected graph over the vertex set V = f1; : : : ;mg
with edge set E  V V . Each vertex of the graph is referred to as an agent. The network
objective is to solve the following constrained optimization problem:
min
1
m
m
å
i=1
fi(x) s.t. x 2 X : (1)
where X Rd is a constraint set and fi : X !R for all i 2V . For the simplicity of notation,
we define
F(x) =
1
m
m
å
i=1
fi(x); F =min
x2X
F(x); X = fx 2 X : F(x) = Fg:
We are interested in the case when the problem (1) is convex but nonsmooth. Our goal
in this paper is to deal with the situation in which each agent has only access to its private
cost function value fi, i 2 V and can communication the information with its immediate
neighbors. To proceed it further, we require the following assumptions.
Assumption 1. (a) The constraint set X is a closed convex set and fi; i 2 V is convex on
X .
(b) Each function fi is L-Lipschitz with respect to l2-norm jj  jj, that is, there exists a constant
L> 0 such that
j fi(x)  fi(y)j  Ljjx  yjj; x;y 2 X ; i 2V:
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2.2 Gaussian smoothing
In order to address difficulties associated with the nonsmooth objective function, we con-
sider a smooth approximation of the objective function. It is well-known (see, e.g., [3]) that
the convolution of two functions is at least as smooth as the smoother of the two original
functions. In particular, letting n denote the density of a random variable with respect to
Lebesgue measure and f : Rd ! R be a nonsmooth function, we consider the following
function:
fn(x) :=
Z
Rd
f (x+ y)n(y)dy= EZ [ f (x+Z)]
where Z is a random variable with density n . Since n is a density with respect to Lebesgue
measure, the function fn can be guaranteed to be differentiable (see [3]). Moreover, the func-
tion fn is convex when f is convex. In addition, we have different choices of the smoothing
distribution n . For example, n is uniform distributed on the l2-ball or l¥-ball (see [21]).
Here, we use the Gaussian distribution in the convolution, and let u be d-dimensional
standard Gaussian random vector and m > 0 be the smoothing parameter. Then, a smooth
approximation of f is defined by
fm(x) =
1
(2p) d2
Z
Rd
f (x+mu)e 
1
2 jjujj2du= Eu[ f (x+mu)]: (2)
The advantage of using normal random variables (e.g., opposed to Z uniform on l2-ball) is
that no normalization of Z is necessary. In what follows, we give some useful properties of
fm(x) defined in (2).
Lemma 1 [19] Assume that f (x) is convex and L-Lipschitz on X, the following properties
hold
(i) f (x) fm(x) f (x)+m
p
dL;
(ii) fm(x) is convex and L-Lipschitz on X;
(iii) fm(x) is continuously differentiable and the gradient Ñ fm(x) is given by
Ñ fm(x) =
1
(2p) d2
Z
Rd
f (x+mu)  f (x)
m
ue 
1
2 jjujj2du;
moreover, Ñ fm(x) is 2
p
dL
m -Lipschitz on X;
(iv) For m > 0, define the following random gradient-free oracle:
g˜(x) =
f (x+mu)  f (x)
m
u; (3)
then Eu[g˜(x)] = Ñ fm(x);
(v) Eu[jjg˜(x)jj] dL, Eu[jjg˜(x)jj2] (d+4)2L2.
Lemma 2 Assume that f (x) is convex and L-Lipschitz on X, then
f (x)  f (x¯) Ñ fm(x)T (x  x¯)+m
p
dL; 8x; x¯ 2 X :
Proof. Since f (x) is convex, by Lemma 1 (ii), fm(x) is also convex on X . Thus, for any
x; x¯ 2 X ,
fm(x¯)  fm(x) Ñ fm(x)T (x¯  x):
From Lemma 1 (i), we have
f (x¯)+m
p
dL  f (x) Ñ fm(x)T (x¯  x);
and the desired result is obtained. ut
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2.3 Random gradient-free algorithm for nonsmooth optimization
Our algorithm is based on Nesterov’s recent random gradient-free algorithm [19], designed
for minimization of (potentially nonsmooth) convex functions f (x) : Rd ! R subject to the
constraint x 2 X . We begin by describing the standard version of this algorithm and then
discuss the extensions for the distributed setting of interest in this paper.
The random gradient-free algorithm generates a sequence of iterates according to the
following steps. At time step t of the algorithm, it first generates a random vector ut by
Gaussian random vector generator and call the gradient-free oracle for computing g˜t = g˜(xt)
by (3), and then performs the update
xt+1 =PX [xt  at g˜t ]; (4)
where fatgt0 is a sequence of positive steps chosen suitably.PX is an Euclidean projection
operator, defined by
PX [z] = argminx2X jjx  zjj; 8z 2 Rd :
Noting that the Euclidean projection operator has the non-expansive property on a nonempty,
closed and convex set X , that is,
jjPX [z] PX [w]jj  jjz wjj; 8z;w 2 Rd : (5)
In light of (4), the algorithm generates a random sequence fxtgt0. Denote by
Ut = (u0; : : : ;ut)
a random vector composed by i.i.d. variables futgt0 attached to each iteration of the scheme.
Next we show that a simple analysis of the convergence of the above procedure (4) allows us
to relate it to the following distributed algorithmwe describe. Throughout this paper, we sup-
pose that X is compact onRd and denote byD the diameter of X , i.e.D=maxx;y2X jjx yjj<
¥.
Lemma 3 Let fxtgt0 be generated by the scheme (4). For any non-increasing sequence
fatgt0 of positive stepsizes, and for any x¯ 2 X, we have
T
å
t=1
Ñ fm(xt)T (xt   x¯) D
2
2aT
+
(d+4)2L2
2
T
å
t=1
at :
Proof. By (4) and (5), we have
jjxt+1  x¯jj2 = jjPX [xt  at g˜t ]  x¯jj2  jj(xt   x¯) at g˜t jj2
= jjxt   x¯jj2 2at g˜Tt (xt   x¯)+a2t jjg˜t jj2:
That is to say
g˜Tt (xt   x¯)
jjxt   x¯jj2 jjxt+1  x¯jj2
2at
+
at jjg˜t jj2
2
:
Summing up the inequalities above leads to
åTt=1 g˜Tt (xt   x¯) åTt=1[ jjxt x¯jj
2 jjxt+1 x¯jj2
2at +
at jjg˜t jj2
2 ]
= jjx1 x¯jj
2
2a1
  jjxT+1 x¯jj22aT +
1
2 å
T
t=2(
1
at   1at 1 )jjxt   x¯jj2+
1
2 å
T
t=1at jjg˜t jj2
 jjx1 x¯jj22a1 +
1
2 å
T
t=2(
1
at   1at 1 )jjxt   x¯jj2+
1
2 å
T
t=1at jjg˜t jj2
 D22a1 +
1
2 å
T
t=2(
1
at   1at 1 )D2+
1
2 å
T
t=1at jjg˜t jj2
= D
2
2aT +
1
2 å
T
t=1at jjg˜t jj2:
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Taking the expectation in Ut and combing Lemma 1, we can get
åTt=1Ñ fm(xt)T (xt   x¯)  D
2
2aT +
1
2 å
T
t=1atE[jjg˜t jj2]
 D22aT +
(d+4)2L2
2 å
T
t=1at :
ut
2.4 Distributed random gradient-free algorithm
To solve problem (1) with its inherent decentralized information access, we now consider an
appropriate and novel extension of Nesternov’s random gradient-free algorithm to the dis-
tributed setting. The iterations are distributed accordingly among the agents, whereby each
agent i is minimizing its private convex objective fi over the set X and locally exchanging
the information with its neighbors based on a weight matrix P. To model this weighting
process, let P 2 Rmm be a matrix of nonnegative weights that reflects the structure of the
graphG, meaning that for i 6= j;Pi j > 0 only if (i; j)2 E. Now we use the following standard
assumption on these weights, see also [10].
Assumption 2. Assume P is a doubly stochastic matrix, i.e.,
m
å
j=1
Pi j = å
j2N(i)
Pi j = 1; 8 i 2V and
m
å
i=1
Pi j = å
j2N( j)
Pi j = 1; 8 j 2V:
At each iteration t, the algorithm maintains m pairs of vectors (zi;t ;xi;t), with the ith
pair associated with agent i. Each agent i 2V computes an element g˜i;t by the gradient-free
oracle of the local function fi(x) at x = xi;t , and receives information about the parameters
fz j;t : j 2 N(i)g associated with agents j in its neighborhood N(i) := f j 2 V j(i; j) 2 Eg.
Its update of the current estimated solution xi;t is based on a convex combination of these
parameters. More specifically, given the non-increasing sequence fatg of positive stepsizes,
each agent i 2V performs the updates
zi;t+1 =
m
å
j=1
Pjiz j;t  at g˜i;t and xi;t+1 =PX [zi;t+1] (6)
where the projection PX was defined previously. Thus, agent i computes the new gradient-
free oracle averaging parameter zi;t+1 from a weighted average of its own gradient-free or-
acle with a stepsize and the parameters fz j;t : j 2 N(i)g in its neighborhood N(i), and then
computes the next local iterate xi;t+1 by a projection PX .
Remark 1.We call the algorithm (6) proposed here as the distributed gradient-free averag-
ing (DGFA, for short) algorithm. This algorithm differs from the distributed dual averaging
algorithm described in [10], where the proximal projection is used rather than the Euclidean
projection. Also, in contrast to the distributed subgradient algorithms described in [9,15],
DGFA maintains a gradient-free averaging variable in zi;t+1, which is updated using z j;t as
opposed to the primal feasible variables xi;t . Finally, key to achieving the convergence for
DGFA is the locally gradient-free oracle (g˜i;t ) information exchange among fi; i 2 V . It is
interesting that g˜i;t is a gradient-approximate of f im while fi is smoothed approximately by
the smoothing function f im , see (2).
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3 Disagreement estimate
In this section, we present the results which are the basis of the analysis in this paper. At
the beginning of the section, we establish several lemmas to prove the results later. Let P
be a doubly stochastic matrix defined over a connected graph G = (V;E) with jV j = m.
For any positive integer t, we denote [Pt ] ji as the ( j; i) entry of the matrix Pt . From the
Perron-Frobenius theory [22], we have
jjPtei  1m1jj1 
p
ms2(P)t (7)
where s2(P) is the second largest eigenvalue of P, 1 is the vector of all ones and ei is the ith
standard basis vector. jj  jj1 is l1-norm in Rd .
Lemma 4 [15] Let fgkgk0 be a scalar sequence. If limk!¥ gk = g and 0 < b < 1, then
limk!¥åkl=0b k lgl =
g
1 b .
The agent disagreements are typically thought of as the norms jjxi;t   x j;t jj of the dis-
crepancy between the iterates xi;t and x j;t generated by different agents according to (6).
Alternatively, the agent disagreements can be measured with respect to two auxiliary se-
quences fz¯tgt0 and fx¯tgt0, which we define as follows:
z¯t :=
1
m
m
å
i=1
zi;t and x¯t :=PX [z¯t ]: (8)
In particular, we study the behavior of jjz¯t zi;t jj and provide a basic estimate for jjx¯t xi;t jj.
Lemma 5 Let Assumptions 1 and 2 hold. Assume that the sequence fzi;tgt0 is generated
by (6). Then, for any non-increasing sequence fatgt0 of positive stepsizes, all i 2 V and
t  0, we have
E[jjz¯t+1  zi;t+1jj] pms2(P)t+1maxi2V E[jjzi;0jj]
+
p
mdLåts=1as 1s2(P)t s+1+2dLat :
Proof. From the update (6), we rewrite recursively
zi;t+1 =
m
å
j=1
[Pt+1] jiz j;0 
t
å
s=1
m
å
j=1
[Pt s+1] jias 1g˜ j;s 1 at g˜i;t : (9)
According to the update of zi;t+1 defined in (6) and making use of the doubly stochasticity
of the weights P, we can rewrite z¯t+1 as follows:
z¯t+1 = 1m å
m
i=1 zi;t+1 =
1
m å
m
i=1[Pjiz j;t  at g˜i;t ]
= 1m å
m
j=1 z j;tå
m
i=1Pji  1m åmi=1at g˜i;t = z¯t   1m åmi=1at g˜i;t
= z¯0  1m åt+1s=1åmj=1as 1g˜ j;s 1:
Therefore,
z¯t+1 =
1
m
m
å
j=1
z j;0  1m
t+1
å
s=1
m
å
j=1
as 1g˜ j;s 1: (10)
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Combining (9) and (10), we have
jjz¯t+1  zi;t+1jj = jj åmj=1([Pt+1] ji  1m )z j;0
+åts=1å
m
j=1([P
t s+1] ji  1m )as 1g˜ j;s 1
+at(g˜i;t   1m åmj=1 g˜ j;t)jj
 åmj=1 j[Pt+1] ji  1m jjjz j;0jj
+åts=1å
m
j=1as 1j[Pt s+1] ji  1m jjjg˜ j;s 1jj
+at jjg˜i;t   1m åmj=1 g˜ j;t jj:
Taking the expectation in Ut+1 of the above inequality gives rise to
E[jjz¯t+1  zi;t+1jj]  åmj=1 j[Pt+1] ji  1m jE[jjz j;0jj]
+åts=1å
m
j=1as 1j[Pt s+1] ji  1m jE[jjg˜ j;s 1jj]
+at(E[jjg˜i;t jj]+ 1m åmj=1E[jjg˜ j;t jj]):
Making use of Lemma 1 and (7), we obtain
E[jjz¯t+1  zi;t+1jj] max j2V E[jjz j;0jj]jjPt+1ei  1m jj1
+dLåts=1as 1jjPt s+1ei  1m jj1+2dLat
pms2(P)t+1maxi2V E[jjzi;0jj]
+
p
mdLåts=1as 1s2(P)t s+1+2dLat :
ut
Next we provide a bound on the expected disagreement E[jjx¯t+1 xi;t+1jj] for the nondi-
minishing stepsize. We later use this bound to provide an estimate for the algorithm’s per-
formance in the sense of expectation. The bound is given in the following theorem.
Theorem 1 Let Assumptions 1 and 2 hold. If the stepsize fatg satisfies limt!¥at = a for
some a  0, then, for all i 2V,
lim
t!¥E[jjx¯t+1  xi;t+1jj] adL
 p
m
1 s2(P) +2

:
Proof. Since x¯t+1 =PX [z¯t+1], xi;t+1 =PX [zi;t+1] and (5), we have
jjx¯t+1  xi;t+1jj= jjPX [z¯t+1] PX [zi;t+1]jj  jjz¯t+1  zi;t+1jj:
Thus, by taking the expectation in Ut+1 of the above inequality, we obtain
E[jjx¯t+1  xi;t+1jj] E[jjz¯t+1  zi;t+1jj]:
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In addition, the conditions of Lemma 5 are satisfied. Then, it follows from Lemma 5 that for
all i 2V and all t,
E[jjx¯t+1  xi;t+1jj]
p
ms2(P)t+1max
i2V
jjzi;0jj+
p
mdL
t
å
s=1
as 1s2(P)t s+1+2dLat : (11)
From Lemma 4 and 0<s2(P)< 1, we can obtain the result by letting t!¥ in the preceding
relation. ut
When the stepsize is diminishing (i.e.,a = 0), the result of Theorem 1 implies that the
expected disagreements E[jjx¯t+1 xi;t+1jj] converge to 0 for all i 2V . We formally state this
as a corollary.
Corollary 1 Let the conditions of Theorem 1 hold with a = 0. Then, for all i2V, lim
t!¥E[jjx¯t+1 
xi;t+1jj] = 0.
Now we consider the case of a constant stepsize for its simplicity, i.e., for all t, at = a 
0. Thus, it needs not to be coordinated among agents. Without loss of generality, we simply
assume that for all i 2V , zi;0 = 0. Thereby, the following result can be obtained.
Corollary 2 Let the conditions of Theorem 1 hold with a constant stepsize sequence at =
a; t = 1;2; : : :. Then, for all i 2V,
E[jjx¯t+1  xi;t+1jj]< 3a
p
mdL
1 s2(P) :
Proof. From (11) and 0< s2(P)< 1, we have
E[jjx¯t+1  xi;t+1jj] 
p
madLåts=1s2(P)t s+1+2adL
pmadLs2(P) [s2(P)]t+11 s2(P) +2adL
< adL(
p
m+2)
1 s2(P) 
3a
p
mdL
1 s2(P) :
The desired result is followed. ut
4 Main results
In the sequel, we show the convergence of the local sequence to the optimum of problem (1)
via the running local average:
xˆi;T =
1
T
T
å
t=1
xi;t : (12)
Note that the average vector, xˆi;T , admits the following simple recursion,
xˆi;T+1 = (1  1T +1 )xˆi;T +
1
T +1
xi;T+1:
The important implication is that each agent can access the running average locally and does
not need to store all previous iterates to obtain xˆi;T+1.
We start with a result on the convergence of the distributed gradient-free averaging al-
gorithm that provides a decomposition of the error into an optimization term, a smoothing
term and the cost associated with network communication.
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Theorem 2 Suppose that Assumptions 1 and 2 hold. Let the sequences fzi;tgt0 and fxi;tgt0
be generated by (6) with a non-increasing sequence fatgt0 of positive stepsizes. For any
x 2 X and for all i 2V, we have
E[F(xˆi;T )] F(x) D
2
2TaT
+
(d+4)2L2
2T
T
å
t=1
at +m
p
dL
+
L
T
T
å
t=1
 
d+1
m
m
å
j=1
E[jjx j;t   x¯t jj]+E[jjxi;t   x¯t jj]
!
:
(13)
Proof. Since F(x) is convex on X ,
F(xˆi;T ) F(x) 1T
T
å
t=1
F(xi;t) F(x) = 1T
T
å
t=1
[F(xi;t) F(x)]:
By Assumptions 1, 2, and the triangle inequality, we have
åTt=1[F(xi;t) F(x)]
= åTt=1[F(x¯t) F(x)+F(xi;t) F(x¯t)]
 åTt=1[F(x¯t) F(x)]+åTt=1Ljjxi;t   x¯t jj
 åTt=1 1m åmi=1[ fi(xi;t)  fi(x)]+åTt=1 1m åmi=1[ fi(x¯t)  fi(xi;t)]+åTt=1Ljjxi;t   x¯t jj

T
å
t=1
1
m
m
å
i=1
[ fi(xi;t)  fi(x)]| {z }
A1
+åTt=1
1
m å
m
i=1Ljjxi;t   x¯t jj+åTt=1Ljjxi;t   x¯t jj:
For the first summand, using Lemmas 1, 2 and 3, we obtain
A1 = åTt=1
1
m å
m
i=1[ fi(xi;t)  fi(x)]
 åTt=1 1m åmi=1[Ñ f im(xi;t)T (xi;t   x)+m
p
dL]
 åTt=1 1m åmi=1Ñ f im(xi;t)T (x¯t   x)+åTt=1 1m åmi=1Ñ f im(xi;t)T (xi;t   x¯t)+m
p
dLT
 åTt=1[ 1m åmi=1Ñ f im(xi;t)]T (x¯t   x)+åTt=1 1m åmi=1E[jjg˜i;t jj]jjxi;t   x¯t jj+m
p
dLT
 D22aT +
(d+4)2L2
2 å
T
t=1at +åTt=1 1m å
m
i=1 dLjjxi;t   x¯t jj+m
p
dLT:
Collecting now all the partial results and bounds gives rise to
F(xˆi;T ) F(x)  D22TaT +
(d+4)2L2
2T å
T
t=1at +m
p
dL
+ LT å
T
t=1[
(d+1)
m å
m
j=1 jjx j;t   x¯t jj+ jjxi;t   x¯t jj]:
Taking the expectation of the above inequality, the desired results are followed. ut
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Theorem 2 shows that after T steps of the algorithm, every agent has access to a locally
defined quantity such that the difference is upper bounded by a sum of five terms. The first
two terms in (13) are standard optimization error and the third term is the smoothing error.
The last two terms captures the network error due to the discrepancy at different agents of
this network. Theorem 2 can guarantees that as long the bound on the deviation jjxi;t  x¯t jj is
tight enough and the smoothing error is small enough, for a appropriately chosen stepsize,
the error of F(xˆi;T ) F(x) is small uniformly in the sense of expectation across all agents,
and asymptotically approaches zero.
The following result shows that the convergence rate of the distributed gradient-free
averaging algorithm is controlled by the dimension of the agent d and the network size m as
well as the spectral gap 1 s2(P).
Theorem 3 Let Assumptions 1 and 2 hold. For any e > 0, if we choose the smooth param-
eter m , the stepsize at and the iteration T as follows:
m =
e
2L
p
d
; at =
D
p
1 s2(P)
3L(d+4) 4
p
m
p
T
; t = 1;2; : : : ;T; (14)
T =
36D2L2(d+4)2
p
m
e2(1 s2(P)) ; (15)
and let the sequences fzi;tgt0 and fxi;tgt0 be generated by (6), then, for any x 2 X and
for all i 2V,
E[F(xˆi;T )] F(x) e:
Proof. It is a straight result from Theorem 2 and Corollary 2.
Remark 2. From Theorem 3, we can obtain the following estimate, for any x 2 X and
for all i 2V ,
E[F(xˆi;T )] F(x) = O
 
dp
1 s2(P)
4
p
mp
T
!
: (16)
Note that this complexity bound (16) is in O(d) times worse than the complexity bound of
the distributed subgradient methods in [9,10]. This can be explained by the upper bound
E[g˜i] dL;8i 2V provided by Lemma 1 (v), which is different from the subgradient upper
bound jj¶ fijj  L;8i2V provided in [9,10]. However, we have removed the logarithmic fac-
tor log(T ) presented in [10] due to using different bounding technique. In addition, Theorem
3 implies that at most
TP(e;m;d) = O

1
e2
d2
p
m
1 s2(P)

(17)
iterations are required to achieve an e-accurate solution when using communication matrix
P under Assumption 2.
5 Numerical simulation
We report and illustrate some experimental results on the convergence behaviors of the dis-
tributed gradient-free averaging algorithm as a function of the graph structure and number
of agents m as well as the dimension of the agents d. Then the comparisons between our
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proposed algorithm and the subgradient-based distributed algorithm (SGA) in [9] under the
same updating strategy are presented.
We consider a robust linear l1-regression problem commonly studied in system identi-
fication [23]. Specifically, given m pairs of the form (ai;bi) 2 Rd R and want to estimate
a vector x 2 Rd such that aTi x t bi. The linear l1-regression problem can be proposed as
follows:
min
x2Rd
F(x) :=
1
m
m
å
i=1
jaTi x bij; s.t. jjxjj  D (18)
where jjxjj  D is usually the norm constraint on the solution of (18). Clearly, F(x) is non-
differentiable at any point with aTi x= bi. However, F(x) is convex and L-Lipschitz by setting
L=maxi jjaijj.
For a given graph size m, we generate a random instance of a regression problem with
m data points. The weight matrix P is generated randomly according to the graph size and
satisfies Assumption 2. We set D= 10. In all cases, the step size at and the parameter m are
chosen by (14).
Figure 1 depicts the value of max error maxi2V [F(xˆi;T )  F(x)] versus the number
of iterations for m = 100 with a varying dimensions of the agent d = 1 and 2. Figure 2
shows the value of max error versus the number of iterations for m = 500 with a varying
dimensions of the agent d = 1 and 2. From the two figures, we can clearly see that all
algorithms achieve good convergence results. Although the algorithm DFGA may suffer
from the low convergence rate up to a factor d over that of the usual subgradient algorithms
SGA in theory, our numerical results show that the performance of the algorithm DFGA
is even better than that of SGA. This may be caused by the slow convergence of SGA. In
fact, for the nonsmooth convex optimization problem, the convergence rate is about O( 1p
N
),
where N is the iteration number. For the smooth case, the convergence rate can be down
to O( 1N ). This illustrates why our method can achieve better performance since our method
is based on the smooth approximation. The calculation of the vector of the subgradient is
not required for our algorithm. It depends only on computation of the function value, which
is preferred by practical engineers. This is because for nonsmooth optimization problems,
some substantial efforts of the computation of its subgradient require a certain knowledge of
convex analysis. These figures also shows how the convergence accuracy scales as a function
of the dimension of the agent and network size.
In Figure 3, we show the actual behaviors of DFGA related to the network size and
dimension of the agent for the fixed value e = 0:1. In each panel, each point on the heavy red
curve is the average of 20 trials, and the red bars are standard errors. Figure 3(a) shows the
value of TP(e;m;d) versus the network sizem for the fixed dimension of the agent d= 2. The
value of TP(e;m;d) increases slowly as m increases. This is because TP(e ;m;d) = O(
p
m)
defined in (17) for the fixed e and d. Figure 3(b) presents the value of TP(e;m;d) versus the
dimensions of the agent for the fixed network sizem= 20. The value of TP(e;m;d) increases
dramatically as d increases, because TP(e;m;d) =O(d2) defined in (17) for the fixed e and
m. These results show the excellent agreement of the empirical behavior with our theoretical
predictions.
6 Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed and analyzed a distributed gradient-free algorithm for minimiz-
ing the sum of local convex functions over a network. We prove the complexity bounds for
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Fig. 1 Max error versus number of iterations with node=100
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Fig. 2 Max error versus number of iterations with node=500
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Fig. 3 (a) number of iterations required to reach a fixed accuracy e (vertical axis) versus network size m
(horizontal axis) for fixed d = 2; (b) number of iterations versus dimensions of the agent d for fixed network
size m= 20
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the rate of convergence of the distribute gradient-free methods for distributed optimization
relied only on computation of the function value. An analysis of its convergence behav-
ior was given as a function of the graph structure and number of the agents m as well as
the dimension of the agent d. A linear l1-regression numerical example was used to show
the excellent agreement of the empirical behavior with our theoretical predictions. Our pro-
posed method is gradient-free, which may be preferred by practical engineers. Furthermore,
for some nonsmooth problems, our method can even achieve better performance than that
of subgradient-based method which may be caused by the slow convergence in the presence
of subgradient.
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